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Abstract3

I analyze the e¤ects of a money-�nanced �scal stimulus.and compare them with those resulting4

from a conventional debt-�nanced stimulus. I study the e¤ects of both a tax cut and an increase in5

government purchases, with and without a binding zero lower bound (ZLB) on the nominal interest6

rate. When the ZLB is not binding, a money-�nanced �scal stimulus is shown to have much larger7

multipliers than a debt-�nanced �scal stimulus. That di¤erence in e¤ectiveness persists, but is8

much smaller, under a binding ZLB. Nominal rigidities are shown to play a major role in shaping9

those e¤ects.10
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"The prohibition of money �nanced de�cits has gained within our political econ-1

omy the status of a taboo, as a policy characterised not merely as �in many2

circumstances and on balance�undesirable, but as something we should not even3

think about let alone propose." Lord Turner (2013)4

1. Introduction5

The recent economic and �nancial crisis has acted as a powerful reminder of the limits to6

conventional countercyclical policies. The initial response of monetary and �scal authorities7

to the decline of economic activity, through rapid reductions in interest rates and substantial8

increases in structural de�cits, left policymakers out of conventional ammunition well before9

the economy had recovered. Policy rates hit their zero lower bound (ZLB) at a relatively early10

stage of the crisis, while large and rising debt ratios forced widespread �scal consolidations �11

still underway in some countries�that likely delayed the recovery and added to the economic12

pain.13

Against that background, and looking ahead, there is a clear need to think of policies14

that may help stimulate a depressed economy without relying on lower nominal interest rates15

(which are unfeasible when the zero lower bound is binding) or further rises in the stock of16

government debt (given the high debt ratios �with the consequent risks of a debt crisis�that17

often characterize depressed economies). In that regard, proposals focusing on labor cost18

reductions or structural reforms, repeatedly put forward by the IMF and other international19

organizations, have been recently called into question by several authors on the grounds that20

their e¤ectiveness at raising output hinges on a simultaneous loosening of monetary policy,21

an option no longer available under a binding ZLB.122

In the present paper I analyze the e¤ectiveness of an alternative policy: a money-�nanced23

�scal stimulus. As discussed below, that stimulus requires neither an increase in the stock24

1See Eggertsson, Ferrero and Ra¤o (2014), Galí (2013), Galí and Monacelli (2016), Galí and Billi (2018),
and Werning (2011), among others.
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of government debt nor higher taxes, current or future, and hence it overcomes some of the1

hurdles facing a conventional �scal stimulus. I study separately two types of money-�nanced2

�scal stimuli: a reduction in (lump-sum) taxes and an increase in government purchases.3

For each of these interventions, I analyze its e¤ects on several macro variables, and compare4

them to the corresponding e¤ects from a more conventional debt-�nanced �scal stimulus.5

Each of these policy interventions and their e¤ects is analyzed in the context of two6

alternative environments. In the baseline environment (which I refer to below as "normal7

times"), the �scal stimulus is exogenous, and the ZLB on the nominal interest rate is assumed8

not to be binding throughout the intervention. In the alternative environment (labeled as9

"liquidity trap"), the stimulus is assumed to take place in response to an adverse demand10

shock that brings the natural interest rate into negative territory, thus preventing monetary11

policy from fully stabilizing output and in�ation, due to the ZLB.12

The goal of the present paper is not so much to o¤er a realistic quantitative analysis13

of the e¤ects of a money-�nanced �scal stimulus, but to get a better understanding of its14

qualitative implications �especially in comparison to a �scal stimulus �nanced through more15

orthodox arrangements�and of the consequences of its implementation under a binding ZLB.16

With this in mind, I conduct the analysis below using a textbook New Keynesian model with17

monopolistic competition and sticky prices. For simplicity I restrict the analysis to a closed18

economy with no endogenous capital accumulation. Ultimately, the paper�s objective is to19

provide a formal analysis, in the context of a speci�c model, that clari�es the mechanisms20

behind the "helicopter drop" interventions that occasionally emerge in the policy debate,21

but which are, generally, discussed in rather imprecise terms.22

The main �ndings of the paper can be summarized as follows. In normal times, when the23

ZLB is not binding, a money-�nanced �scal stimulus is shown to have much larger output24

multipliers than a debt-�nanced �scal stimulus. The main reason for that di¤erence lies in25

the monetary accommodation associated with the former type of intervention, which leads to26
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a large positive response of (private) consumption. Under debt �nancing, on the other hand,1

a �scal stimulus has either no e¤ect on activity (in the case of a tax cut) or a much smaller2

e¤ect than under money-�nancing (in the case of an increase in government purchases), due3

to the endogenous tightening of monetary policy that accompanies it. Conditional on money-4

�nancing, an increase in government purchases is shown to have a larger output multiplier,5

but a smaller consumption multiplier, than a tax cut.6

Under a binding zero lower bound, the di¤erence in e¤ectiveness between a money-7

�nanced �scal stimulus and a debt-�nanced one persist, though they are smaller in the case8

of an increase in government spending. Likewise, the di¤erences between a money-�nance9

tax cut and a money-�nanced increase in government spending become smaller in a liquidity10

trap.11

My analysis stresses the key role of nominal rigidities in generating the previous �ndings.12

1.1. Related Literature13

Milton Friedman�s celebrated "monetary and �scal framework" article (Friedman (1948))14

is, as far as I know, the earliest reference where a case for money-�nanced budget de�cits15

is made. In Friedman�s view, the ideal policy framework would require that governments16

maintain a balanced budget in structural terms (i.e. under full employment), but that17

they let automatic stabilizers operate in the usual way, with the de�cits generated during18

recessions being �nanced by issuing money (and, symmetrically, with surpluses in boom times19

used to reduce the money stock). Such a "rule" would be a most e¤ective countercyclical20

tool for, in the words of Friedman, "...in a period of unemployment [issuing interest-earning21

securities] is less de�ationary than to levy taxes. This is true. But it is still less de�ationary22

to issue money." A similar argument can be found in Haberler (1952), who emphasizes how23

the e¤ectiveness of such a policy would be ampli�ed through the Pigou e¤ect channel.224

2Haberler (1952) describes the policy intervention he has in mind as follows: "Suppose the quantity of
money is increased by tax reductions or government transfer payments, government expenditures remaining
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Friedman (1969), in the context of his analysis of optimal policy, represents the earliest1

known reference to "helicopter money," a term often used to refer to money-�nanced �scal2

transfers. More speci�cally, Friedman sought to trace the e¤ects of a thought experiment3

whereby "one day a helicopter �ies over this community and drops an additional $1,000 in4

bills from the sky...," though no endorsement of that policy was intended.5

More recently, Bernanke (2003) refers to the potential desirability of a money-�nanced6

�scal stimulus, in the context of a discussion of the options left to Japanese policy makers7

during the liquidity trap episode experienced in that economy. The same motivation was8

shared in the subsequent work by Auerbach and Obstfeld (2005), using an analytical ap-9

proach closer to the present paper. More speci�cally, their paper studies the e¤ectiveness10

of open market operations in raising in�ation and output when the economy is at the zero11

lower bound, as a result of some temporary adverse shock. That e¤ectiveness is shown to12

be strongly dependent on whether the increase in liquidity is permanent and expected to13

be so by agents. Their analysis and some of the qualitative �ndings are related to those of14

the intervention considered in section 5 below, namely, a tax cut funded by money creation15

under a binding ZLB. A related, more recent contribution can be found in Buiter (2014),16

who analyzes the impact of a money-�nanced transfer to households (a "helicopter drop") in17

a relatively general setting, emphasizing the importance of "irredeemability" of money as the18

ultimate source of the expansionary e¤ect on consumption of a such a policy. The present19

paper can be viewed as extending the analyses in Auerbach and Obstfeld (2005) and Buiter20

(2014) by providing a comparison of (i) the e¤ects of money-�nanced vs. debt-�nanced21

tax cuts, as well as (ii) the di¤erential e¤ects of money-�nanced tax cuts vs. increases in22

government purchases.323

unchanged and the resulting de�cit being �nanced by borrowing from the central bank or simply by printing
money. The weatth-saving theorem tells us that, aprt from the operation of the Keynes e¤ect (through the
rate of interest), consumption and investment will increase when the quantity of money grows. I �nd it
di¢ cult to believe that this may not be so."

3The papers also di¤er in terms of modelling choices. Thus, Auerbach and Obstfeld (2005) use a �exible
price model as their baseline framework, turning to a model with Taylor contracts as their sticky price
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Other recent discussions include Turner (2013, 2016) who points to the potential virtues1

of monetary �nancing of �scal de�cits. See also Reichlin, Turner and Woodford (2013) and2

Giavazzi and Tabellini (2014) for related discussions. The analyses in those works is not,3

however, based on a formal model.44

The present paper is also related to the large literature on the e¤ects of changes in govern-5

ment purchases.5 Much of that literature has tended to focus on the size of the government6

spending multiplier under alternative assumptions. That multiplier is predicted to be below7

or close to unity in the context of standard RBC or New Keynesian models, but it can rise8

substantially above one under a variety of assumptions, including the presence of hand-to-9

mouth consumers (see, e.g., Galí, López-Salido and Vallés (2007)), a binding ZLB constraint10

(e.g., Christiano, Eichenbaum and Rebelo (2011), Eggertsson (2011)), non-separable utility11

in consumption and hours (e.g. Bilbiie (2011)), and a policy regime characterized by an ac-12

tive �scal policy and a passive monetary policy (e.g. Davig and Leeper (2011)). The present13

paper shows that large multipliers also arise when the increase in government purchases is14

�nanced through money creation, even if none of the above assumptions hold.15

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes formally the �scal16

and monetary framework used in the subsequent analysis, as well as the speci�c experiments17

undertaken. Section 3 describes the (standard) nonpolicy blocks of the model. Section 418

derives the (approximate) equilibrium conditions in a neighborhood of the perfect foresight19

steady state. Section 5 analyzes the e¤ect of an exogenous tax cut and an exogenous increase20

model. They generate a demand for money by assuming a cash-in-advance constraint, thus implying a
constant velocity. Finally they introduce taxation in the form of (distortionary) consumption taxes. By
contrast, I adopt as a reference framework a textbook New Keynesian model with Calvo pricing, money
in the utility function, and lump-sum taxes. With the exception of the treatment of the �nancing of �scal
stimulus, my framework corresponds to the workhorse model generally used in the recent monetary policy
literature.

4A recent working paper by Bilbiie and Ragot (2017) discusses the role of "helicopter drops" (vs open
market operations) as an insurance device in the context of an analysis of optimal monetary policy in a
model with heterogeneous agents and incomplete markets.

5Woodford (2011) uses a framework identical to the one used in the present paper to analyze the e¤ects
of increases in government purchases and the role played by monetary policy in shaping those e¤ects. See
Ramey (2011) for a broad survey of the theoretical and empirical literature on the subject.
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in government purchases, in the absence of a binding ZLB constraint, and under the two1

�nancing regimes considered. Section 6 evaluates the e¤ects of identical �scal interventions2

when the economy is hit by an adverse shock that makes the ZLB temporarily binding.3

Section 7 summarizes the main �ndings and concludes.4

2. The Fiscal and Monetary Policy Framework5

Next I describe the �scal and monetary policy framework assumed in subsequent sec-6

tions. I start by introducing the consolidated budget constraint of the �scal and monetary7

authorities, and then move on to describe the policy interventions that are the focus of my8

analysis. Throughout I consider a fully unanticipated intervention which is announced at a9

given point in time (period 0). No other news or shock are assumed to occur after that, so10

the environment is modeled as a deterministic one.11

2.1. Budget Constraints12

The government �henceforth understood as combining the �scal and monetary author-

ities, acting in a coordinated way� is assumed to �nance its expenditures through three

sources: (i) lump-sum taxes (Tt), (ii) the issuance of nominally riskless one-period bonds

(Bt) with a nominal yield it, and (iii) the issuance of (non-interest bearing) money (Mt).

The government�s consolidated budget constraint is thus given by:

PtGt +Bt�1(1 + it�1) = PtTt +Bt +�Mt (1)

where Gt denotes (real) government purchases. Equivalently, and after letting Bt � Bt=Pt

and Rt � (1+ it)(Pt=Pt+1) denote respectively real debt outstanding and the (ex-post) gross

real interest rate, one can write:

Gt + Bt�1Rt�1 = Tt + Bt +�Mt=Pt (2)
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where �Mt=Pt represents period t�s seignorage, i.e. the purchasing power of newly issued1

money.2

With little loss of generality given the paper�s objectives, the analysis below focuses on

equilibria near a steady state with zero in�ation, no trend growth, and constant government

purchases G, taxes T and government debt B. Constancy of real balances requires that

�M = 0 and, hence, zero seignorage in that steady state. It follows from (2) that

T = G+ �B (3)

must hold in that steady state, using the fact that, as shown below, R = 1 + �, where � is3

the household�s discount rate.4

In a neighborhood of that steady state, the level of seignorage, expressed as a fraction of5

steady state output, can be approximated as6

(�Mt=Pt)(1=Y ) = (�Mt=Mt�1)(Pt�1=Pt)Lt�1=Y (4)

' {�mt

where Lt � Mt=Pt denotes real balances, mt � logMt, and { � L=Y is the inverse income7

velocity of money, evaluated at the steady state. In other words, up to a �rst order approx-8

imation, the level of seignorage is proportional to money growth, a result that will be used9

below.10

Let bbt � (Bt � B)=Y , bgt � (Gt � G)=Y , and btt � (Tt � T )=Y denote, respectively,11

deviations of government debt, government purchases, and taxes from their steady state12

values, expressed as a fraction of steady state output. In what follows I interpret B as an13

exogenously given long run debt target (denoted by b � B=Y when expressed as a share of14

steady state output).15

A �rst order approximation of the consolidated budget constraint (2) around the zero
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in�ation steady state yields the following di¤erence equation describing the evolution of

government debt, expressed as a share of steady state output Y :

bbt = (1 + �)bbt�1 + b(1 + �)(bit�1 � �t) + bgt � btt � {�mt (5)

where �t � log(Pt=Pt�1) denotes in�ation between t� 1 and t and bit � log((1 + it)=(1 + �)).1

Throughout I assume a simple tax rule of the form

btt =  b
bbt�1 + bt�t (6)

Thus, tax variations have two components. The �rst component,  bbbt�1, is endogenous2

and varies in response to deviations of the debt ratio from its long run target. The second3

component, bt�t , is independent of the debt ratio and should be interpreted as the exogenous4

component of the tax rule.5

Combining (5) and (6) we obtain

bbt = (1 + ��  b)bbt�1 + b(1 + �)(bit�1 � �t) + bgt � bt�t � {�mt (7)

Henceforth I assume  b > �, which combined with limT!1[bgT ;bt�T ;�mT ;biT ; �T ]0 = 0,6

guarantees that limT!1EtfbbTg = 0, i.e. the debt ratio converges to its long run target.7

Accordingly, the government�s transversality condition limT!1 �0;TBT = 0 will be satis�ed8

for any price level path, as long as the discount factor �0;T �
QT�1
j=0 R�1

j converges to zero as9

T ! 1, which is the case in all the experiments considered below. The previous property,10

often referred to in the literature as Ricardian (or passive) �scal policy (e.g. Leeper (1991)),11

is assumed in standard speci�cations of the New Keynesian model, and must be combined12

with an active monetary policy (as implicitly assumed below) in order to guarantee a locally13

unique equilibrium.14
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2.2. Experiments1

Below I analyze two stylized �scal interventions, using the basic New Keynesian model

as a reference framework. The �rst intervention consists of an exogenous tax cut, while

the second one takes the form of an exogenous increase in government purchases. Both

interventions are announced in period 0, and implemented from that period onwards. For

concreteness, I assume bt�t = ��t < 0
for t = 0; 1; 2; ::::where � 2 [0; 1) measures the persistence of the exogenous �scal stimulus.

Symmetrically, in the case of an increase in government purchases I assume

bgt = �t > 0

for t = 0; 1; 2; :::Notice that in both cases the size of the stimulus is normalized to be 12

percent of steady state output in period 0.3

The e¤ects of each type of �scal intervention are analyzed under two alternative �nancing

schemes. The �rst �nancing scheme, which I refer to as money �nancing (or MF, for short)

is the main focus of the present paper. I de�ne that regime as one in which seignorage is

adjusted every period in order to keep real debt Bt unchanged. In terms of the notation

above, this requires bbt = 0 and hence
�mt = (1={)

h
�t + b(1 + �)(bit�1 � �t)

i
(8)

for t = 0; 1; 2; ::: Note that the previous assumptions, combined with (6), imply that under4

the MF regime: (i) taxes need not be adjusted as a result of a increase in government5

purchases, either in the short run or in the long run, relative to their initial level, and (ii)6

that taxes are temporarily lowered in the case of an exogenous tax cut. In other words, under7
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the money-�nanced stimuli considered here, taxes never need to be raised.1

Under the second �nancing scheme considered, which I refer to as debt �nancing (or DF,2

for short), the �scal authority issues debt in order to �nance the �scal stimulus, eventually3

adjusting the path of taxes in order to attain the long run debt target B, as implied by4

rule (6)). The monetary authority, on the other hand, is assumed to pursue an independent5

price stability mandate. For concreteness I assume that, as long as feasible, it conducts6

policy so that �t = 0 for all t. The money supply �and, as a result, seignorage�then adjusts7

endogenously in order to bring about the interest rate required to stabilize prices, given8

money demand.6 I interpret the DF regime as a stylized representation of the one prevailing9

in most advanced economies, as well as the regime generally assumed (explicitly or implicitly)10

in the New Keynesian literature on the e¤ects of �scal policy.711

In the baseline scenario described above, the �scal stimuli analyzed are exogenous, and12

undertaken in the absence of any other disturbance. Furthermore, the nominal interest rate13

is assumed to remain positive at all times, i.e. the ZLB is assumed not to be binding. In14

Section 6, by contrast, and as discussed in more detail therein, I study the e¤ects of a �scal15

stimulus that is triggered in response to an adverse demand shock that pulls the natural16

rate of interest temporarily into negative territory. In that context the ZLB prevents the17

monetary authority from attaining its price stability objective. I refer to that scenario as18

a liquidity trap. I compare the economy�s response to the adverse shock with and without19

a �scal response in the form of a tax cut or an increase in government purchases. In the20

case of a �scal response, I consider both a money �nancing and a debt �nancing regime (as21

described above), and compare their respective outcomes.22

6I am not assuming any particular instrument rule, only that some rule is in place that guarantees price
stability (as a unique equilibrium). That outcome could be implemented with an interest rate rule, but
also with a money growth rule, both properly designed; but I really don�t want to focus here on issues of
implementation, which are well understood and orthogonal to the point of the paper.The main qualitative
�ndings reported below are robust to assuming a plausibly calibrated Taylor-type rule, even though that
rule imples some deviation from full price stability.

7With the exception of the literature on the �scal theory of the price level (e.g. Leeper (1991)).
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3. Non-Policy Blocks1

Next I describe the non-policy blocks of the model, which I keep as simple as possible,2

using the basic New Keynesian model as a reference framework.83

3.1. Households4

The economy is inhabited by a large number of identical in�nitely-lived households.

Household preferences are given by

E0

1X
t=0

�tU(Ct; Lt; Nt;Zt) (9)

where Ct denotes consumption, Nt is employment, Lt �Mt=Pt denotes household�s holdings5

of real balances, and Zt is an exogenous demand shifter.9 � � 1=(1 + �) 2 (0; 1) is the6

discount factor. As usual it is assumed that Ct � 0, Nt � 0 and Lt � 0 for all t.7

The household maximizes (9) subject to a sequence of budget constraints

PtCt +Bt +Mt = Bt�1(1 + it�1) +Mt�1 +WtNt +Dt � PtTt

for t = 0; 1; 2; :::where Wt is the nominal wage and Dt are dividends paid by �rms.10 A

standard solvency constraint ruling out Ponzi schemes is assumed:

lim
T!1

�0;TAT � 0 (10)

where At � [Bt�1(1 + it�1) +Mt�1]=Pt denotes the representative household�s real �nancial8

wealth at the beginning of period t.9

8See e.g. Woodford (2003) or Galí (2015) for a textbook exposition.
9The preference shifter Zt is used to generate a reduction in the natural rate of interest in the "liquidity

trap" scenario analyzed in section 6.
10Optimal allocation of expenditures across goods implies that total consumption expendituresR 1
0
Pt(i)Ct(i)di can be written as PtCt, where Pt �

�R 1
0
Pt(i)

1��di
� 1
1��

is the relevant price index.
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In the analysis below, period utility U(�) is assumed to take the form

U(C;L;N ;Z) = (U(C;L)� V (N))Z

with V (�) increasing and convex, U(�) increasing and concave, and Ul=Uc = h(L=C) with h(�)1

being a continuous and decreasing function satisfying h({) = 0 for some 0 < { < 1. The2

last assumption, combined with (13) below, guarantees that the demand for real balances3

remains bounded as the interest rate approaches zero, with a satiation point attained at4

L = {C.5

The optimality conditions for the household problem are given by:

Uc;t = �(1 + it)(Pt=Pt+1)Uc;t+1 (11)

Wt=Pt = Vn;t=Uc;t (12)

Ul;t=Uc;t = h(Lt=Ct) = it= (1 + it) (13)

for t = 0; 1; 2; ::: Equation (14) represents the optimal allocation of consumption expendi-6

tures. Equation (11) is the consumption Euler equation. Equation (12) is the intratemporal7

optimality condition, determining labor supply, under the assumption of a competitive labor8

market. Equation (13) is a money demand schedule. Such optimality conditions must be9

complemented with the transversality condition limT!1 �0;TAT = 0.10

3.2. Firms11

A representative �rm produces the single �nal good with a constant returns technology

Yt =

�Z 1

0

Xt(i)
1� 1

� di

� �
��1
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where Xt(i) denotes the quantity of intermediate good i, for i 2 [0; 1]. Pro�t maximization

under perfect competition leads to the set of demand conditions:

Xt(i) = (Pt(i)=Pt)
��Yt all i 2 [0; 1] (14)

Intermediate goods are produced by a continuum of monopolistically competitive �rms,

indexed by i 2 [0; 1]. Each �rm produces a di¤erentiated intermediate good with a technology

Xt(i) = Nt(i)
1��

where Nt(i) denotes labor input hired by �rm i.1

Each �rm in the intermediate goods sector can reset the price of its good with probability

1� � in any given period, as in Calvo (1983), subject to the isoelastic demand schedule (14).

In that case, aggregation of the optimal price setting decisions leads to dynamics of in�ation

around a zero in�ation steady state described by the di¤erence equation:

�t = ��t+1 � �(�t � �)

where �t � log (1��)Pt
WtN�

t
is the (log) average price markup, � � logM = log �

��1 > 0 is the2

(log) desired price markup, and � � (1��)(1���)(1��)
�(1��+��) .11 I interpret � 2 [0; 1], the fraction of3

�rms keeping their price constant in any given period, as an index of price rigidities.4

4. Steady State and Equilibrium Dynamics5

The analysis below considers equilibria in a neighborhood of a steady state with zero

in�ation and zero government purchases.12 Note that at the zero in�ation steady state price

11See, e.g. Galí (2015, chapter 3) for a derivation.
12Given my objectives, that choice of steady state carries little loss of generality but simpli�es the algebra

considerably.
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markups must be at their desired level. Combining that result with (12), (13) and the goods

market equilibrium condition, Yt = Ct +Gt, all evaluated at the steady state (with G = 0),

one can derive the conditions jointly determining steady state output and real balances,

which are given by the system

(1� �)Uc(N
1��; L) =MVn(N)N

�

h(L=N1��) = �=(1 + �)

which is assumed to have a unique solution.131

Letting byt � log(Yt=Y ), bct � log(Ct=C), blt � log(Lt=L), b�t � log(Uc;t=Uc), bit �
log((1 + it)=(1 + �)), and b�t � � log(Zt+1=Zt), the equilibrium around the steady state

can be approximated by the following system (ignoring the ZLB constraint at this point):

byt = bct + bgt (15)

b�t = b�t+1 + (bit � �t+1 � b�t) (16)

b�t = ��bct + �blt (17)

�t = ��t+1 � �b�t (18)

b�t = b�t � ��+ '

1� �

� byt (19)

blt = bct � �bit (20)

blt�1 � blt + �t ��mt (21)

bbt = (1 + ��  b)bbt�1 + b(1 + �)(bit�1 � �t) + bgt � bt�t � {�mt (22)

13A su¢ cient condition for a unique steady state is given by Uc(C;{C) being non-increasing in C, with
{ � h�1(�=(1 + �)) denoting the steady state inverse velocity.
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where ' � NVnn=Vn, � � �CUcc=Uc, � � LUcl=Uc and � � �lc=�, with �lc � �(1=h0)(�=(1 +1

�))V denoting the elasticity of substitution between consumption and real balances, with all2

terms evaluated at the steady state.14 As discussed above, bt�t = ��t for t = 0; 1; 2; :::in the3

case of a tax cut, and bgt = �t for t = 0; 1; 2; ::: when an increase in government purchases is4

assumed instead.5

In order to close the model, the above equilibrium conditions must be supplemented with

an equation describing the �nancing regime. As shown above, in the case of money �nancing,

that equation is given by:

�mt = (1={)
�
�t + b(1 + �)(bit�1 � �t)

�
(23)

Under debt �nancing (and in�ation targeting), (23) must be replaced with

�t = 0 (24)

for all t. In the latter case money growth adjusts endogenously in order to support the6

interest rate required to stabilize in�ation, as determined by (20) and (21).7

The previous model is, of course, a highly stylized one, but it contains the key ingredients8

for a meaningful analysis of the issue at hand. In particular, the presence of nominal rigidities9

makes room for monetary policy to a¤ect real outcomes in addition to nominal ones.10

4.1. Calibration11

Unless noted otherwise, the simulations below assume the following baseline parameter12

settings. The discount factor is set at � = 0:995, which implies a steady state (annualized)13

real interest rate of about 2 percent. I assume ' = 5 (corresponding to a Frisch elasticity of14

labor supply of 0:2). Parameter � is set to 0:25. These are values broadly similar to those15

14Note that �lc = 1=(�l + �) with �l � �LUll=Ul.
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found in the literature. As in Galí (2015), I set � = 9, thus implying a 12:5 percent steady1

state price markup. I assume a baseline setting of � = 3=4, i.e. an average price duration2

of four quarters, a value consistent with much of the empirical micro and macro evidence.3

Below I also report �ndings for alternative � values, in order to stress the importance of price4

rigidities in generating some of the �ndings.5

In calibrating the steady state inverse velocity ({) and the interest semi-elasticity of6

money demand (�) I must take a stand on the appropriate empirical counterpart to the7

model�s money stock variable. The focus on direct �nancing of the �scal stimulus through8

money creation by the central bank calls for choosing the monetary base (M0) as that9

empirical counterpart. Average (quarterly) M0 income velocity in the U.S. over the 1960-10

2015 period is 3:6. The corresponding value for the euro area over the period 1999-201511

is 2:7. I take a middle ground and set { = 1=3 as the steady state inverse velocity in the12

baseline calibration. In order to calibrate the interest semi-elasticity of money demand, I rely13

on the evidence in Ireland (2009) using quarterly U.S. data for the period 1980-2006. Implied14

estimates for � in the latter paper range between 6 and 8 (once scaled to be consistent with a15

quarterly interest rate), so I adopt a baseline setting of 7. Finally, in my baseline calibration16

I assume separability of real balances, which implies � = 0.17

I calibrate the tax adjustment parameter,  b, so that one-twentieth of the deviation from18

target in the debt ratio is corrected over four periods (i.e. one year), in the absence of further19

de�cits.15 This requires setting  b equal to 0:02. That calibration can be seen as a rough20

approximation to the �scal adjustment speed required for euro area countries, as established21

by the so-called "�scal compact" adopted in 2012. With regard to the target/steady state22

debt ratio b, I assume a baseline setting of 2:4, which is consistent with the 60 percent refer-23

ence value speci�ed in EU agreements (after suitable scaling to quarterly output). Finally,24

with regard to the persistence parameter �, I choose 0:5 as a baseline setting. Results for25

15Given � = 0:005, as implied by the baseline calibration,  b is determined by the condition (1:005� b)4 =
0:95.
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alternative values of that parameter are reported in the sensitivity analysis section.1

5. The E¤ects of a Money-Financed Fiscal Stimulus in Normal Times2

In the present section I use the basic New Keynesian model as a framework for the3

analysis of the e¤ects of a tax cut and an increase in government purchases under the two4

�nancing schemes introduced above, i.e. debt and money �nancing.5

Before undertaking that analysis, it is useful to note that, in the special case of fully6

�exible prices (� = 0) and separable real balances (� = 0), the e¤ects of a �scal stimulus on7

real variables (other than real balances) are independent of the �nancing method. That irrel-8

evance result is a consequence of Ricardian equivalence, given the assumption of lump-sum9

taxes, combined with money neutrality, which follows from price �exibility and separability10

of real balances (� = � = 0). Its proof is straightforward. Under �exible prices, all �rms set11

prices as a constant markup over marginal cost, implying b�t = 0 for all t, which combined12

with (15), (17) and (19) and the assumption of separability of real balances (� = 0) yields:13

byt = �(1� �)

�+ '+ �(1� �)
bgt (25)

for t = 0; 1; 2; :::implying a government spending multiplier �byt=�bgt less than one, since14

consumption is always crowded-out in response to an increase in government purchases.15

While under the above assumptions the equilibrium level of output (and, as a result,16

employment) is increasing in government purchases, it is independent of how those purchases17

are �nanced, since output is not a¤ected by the path of taxes, government debt or the money18

supply in that case. This is also the case for consumption (given (15)) and the real interest19

rate brt �bit � �t+1 (given (16) and (17)).1620

The previous irrelevance result no longer holds when prices are sticky and/or utility is not21

16Not surprisingly, the equilibrium price level (and other nominal variables) is not invariant to the �nancing
method even in the particular case of �exible prices and separable real balances. Note that in the latter case,
the equilibrium price level is the solution to the di¤erence equation
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separable in real balances. The analysis and simulations below focus on the consequences1

of departing from the assumption of price �exibility for the e¤ects of a money-�nanced2

�scal stimulus, relative to the case of debt �nancing. The reason why the �nancing method3

matters in that case can be described as follows: When prices are sticky, aggregate demand4

and output are a function of current and expected real interest rates, which in turn are5

a¤ected by the paths for the money supply and nominal interest rates, which di¤er across6

�nancing methods. The analysis below aims at assessing the sign and size of such di¤erential7

e¤ects when a realistic degree of price stickiness is assumed.178

5.1. A Money-Financed Tax Cut9

Figure 1 displays the response over time of output, in�ation, debt and other macroeco-10

nomic variables of interest to an exogenous tax cut, under the baseline calibration described11

above.18 The red lines with circles display the responses under the money �nancing (MF)12

scheme, while the blue lines with diamonds show the response under debt �nancing (DF).13

For in�ation, I show both the annualized quarterly rate and the year-on-year rate. For debt,14

I display the percent response of real debt as well as that of the debt-output ratio.15

As Figure 1 makes clear, a debt-�nanced tax cut has no e¤ect on any variable, other than16

debt and taxes. That neutrality result is, of course, well known and a consequence of Ricar-17

dian equivalence, given my assumption of lump-sum taxes and a Ricardian �scal policy: any18

pt =
�

1 + �
pt+1 +

1

1 + �
mt + ut (26)

While ut � (1 + �)�1(�brt � bct � l) is independent of the �nancing method in that particular case, this is
not true for mt, and hence for the price level.
17Nonseparability of real balances (� 6= 0) also breaks the irrelevance proposition, even when prices are

fully �exible. In the latter case (25) holds, and the fact that di¤erent �nancing methods will have di¤erent
e¤ects on the path of money, in�ation and nominal interest rates implies that real balances (given (20))
and, hence, output (given (25)) will also be a¤ected by how the �scal stimulus is �nanced. As discussed in
Woodford (2003) and Galí (2015), among others, the non-neutralities that rely exclusively on nonseparable
real balances tend to be quantitatively small and to have counterfactual implications.
18As discussed above, in the present section the ZLB constraint has been ignored in solving for the

equilibrium responses.
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short-run tax reduction is matched by future tax increases, leaving their present discounted1

value unchanged, and the household�s intertemporal budget constraint una¤ected.19 Since2

no other equilibrium condition is a¤ected by the tax cut and the increase in government3

debt (see (15)-(21)), all variables (other than btt and bbt), both nominal and real, remain un-4

changed in response to the debt-�nanced tax cut. Since output and consumption are not5

altered, neither is in�ation. The central bank does not have to adjust the interest rate or6

the money supply in order to stabilize in�ation.207

On the other hand, a money-�nanced tax cut (or, equivalently, increase in transfers, the8

experiment closer to the popular notion of a "helicopter drop") has a substantial expan-9

sionary e¤ect on the level of economic activity, as re�ected in the persistent rise in output10

displayed in Figure 1 (see red lines with circles). That increase is driven by the rise in con-11

sumption resulting from lower real interest rates. Output rises by about half a percentage12

point on impact. In�ation also rises, with the response of the year-on-year rate reaching a13

peak of about 0:4 percentage points four quarters after the start of the intervention. Note14

that by construction real debt remains unchanged under money �nancing, while the debt-15

output ratio declines in the short run due to the temporary increase in output. Interestingly,16

while the money supply increases in the short run as a result of the policy intervention, it17

decreases later during the adjustment process, due to the reduced interest expenses that18

result from the fall in real rates.19

The previous non-neutrality result should not be surprising: the underlying experiment20

is not too di¤erent from a policy intervention often analyzed in the literature, namely, an21

increase in the money supply in an environment in which monetary policy is not neutral due22

to the presence of sticky prices.21 The di¤erence lies in the fact that the money supply path23

19See, e.g., Barro (1974). See the Appendix for a formal proof..
20This result does not hinge on the assumption of strict in�ation targeting. In fact, it is independent of

the exact monetary policy rule, as long as the latter doesn�t respond to taxes or the debt ratio themselves.
21See, e.g. Galí (2015, chapter3). Fiscal policy considerations are often ignored in the analysis of such

interventions in the literature. In the case of a tax cut this is at no cost, due to Ricardian equivalence.
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in the present experiment is determined endogenously by the �nancing rule (8), while it is1

exogenous in the standard experiment found in the literature.2

Why does the Ricardian equivalence property apply to the debt-�nanced tax cut but

not to the money-�nanced one? In order to answer this question it is useful to look at

the consumption function of an individual household operating in the model economy. As

shown in the Appendix, under the assumption (for analytical convenience) that U(C;L) �

logC + � logL and after substituting in the government intertemporal budget constraint

(setting Gt = 0, for simplicity), one can derive an expression for individual consumption in

period 0, i.e. when the stimulus is announced:

C0 =
1� �

�

"
M�1

P0
+

1X
t=0

�0;t

�
Yt +

�Mt

Pt

�#

Note that the term in square brackets can be interpreted as the individual household�s3

wealth (�nancial plus non�nancial). Changes in the path of taxes or of debt by themselves4

do not a¤ect wealth and, as a result, consumption or output. That is the well known5

Ricardian equivalence result. On the other hand, to the extent that the money-�nanced6

tax cut raises the discounted sum of real seignorage,
P1

t=0 �0;t�Mt=Pt, current tax cuts7

will be perceived as net worth by each individual household (since they will not be fully8

o¤set by future tax increases), inducing and increase of individual consumption in partial9

equilibrium, i.e. given the initial level of output, prices and interest rates. In the presence of10

sticky prices, the monetary expansion will lower nominal rates (and real rates, given prices),11

through a conventional liquidity e¤ect, which will enhance the initial positive wealth e¤ect.12

The resulting increase in aggregate consumption, combined with the assumed stickiness of13

prices, will then trigger several general equilibrium e¤ects, including an increase in output14

and in�ation, as shown in Figure 1. In a rational expectations equilibrium, the household�s15

perceived increase in net worth that triggered such a response will prove to be correct ex-post,16

thus justifying the initial increase in consumption.17
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On the other hand, and as discussed above, when prices are fully �exible (and utility is1

separable in real balances), aggregate output is not a¤ected by the tax cut, even if the latter2

is money-�nanced. Through the lens of the household�s intertemporal budget constraint we3

can see why: the initial jump in the price level and its subsequent trajectory will exactly4

o¤set the increase in the money supply, leaving individual households�perceived net worth5

unchanged, at the initial level of output an real interest rates. Formally, the termM�1=P0+6 P1
t=0 �0;t�Mt=Pt will remain constant. That will, in turn, fail to trigger any change in7

consumption, individual and aggregate, leaving output unchanged.8

5.2. A Money-Financed Increase in Government Purchases9

Figure 2 displays the dynamic response of the same macroeconomic variables to an exoge-10

nous increase in government purchases, under the baseline calibration introduced above and11

ignoring the ZLB constraint. Again, the red lines with circles display the responses under12

the money �nancing (MF) scheme, while the blue lines with diamonds show the response13

under debt �nancing (DF).14

Consider �rst our benchmark experiment of a debt-�nanced increase in government pur-15

chases. Note that the expansionary e¤ects of that policy are strongly subdued, as re�ected16

in the tiny increase in output resulting from the policy intervention. In fact, equation (25)17

provides an analytical expression for the size of the output response in this case since the18

equilibrium under strict in�ation targeting is equivalent to that under �exible prices. Note19

that the multiplier is always smaller than one, since consumption unambiguously goes down20

as a result of higher real interest rates (needed to stabilize in�ation) and higher future taxes.21

Debt increases moderately, returning to its initial value asymptotically, as guaranteed by the22

�scal policy rule (through higher taxes). Note also that, due to Ricardian equivalence, any23

other tax rule (including a balanced budget one) would not alter the equilibrium responses24

of output and other real variables (except for bbt and btt themselves).25
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Under money �nancing, by contrast, the expansionary e¤ects on output are much larger,1

with the multiplier remaining above unity throughout the adjustment. The key di¤erence2

is that consumption now increases due to the decline in real rates brought about by the3

increase in liquidity, together with the more moderate anticipated tax rises, made possible4

by the increased discounted seignorage.22 The expansion in output and consumption, with5

the consequent increase in real wages (not shown) leads to a frontloaded increase in in�ation,6

which reinforces the expansion in aggregate demand by lowering the real rate.7

Figure 3 provides a comparison of the e¤ects of an increase in government purchases to8

those resulting from a tax cut, both under the money �nancing regime. Note that while the9

rise of output (and in�ation) is larger in the case of an increase in spending, the opposite10

is true for consumption. A simple way to understand the di¤erence between the e¤ects11

of both interventions is to note that a money-�nanced increase in government purchases12

can be viewed as the "sum" of two experiments, namely, (i) a tax-�nanced (or, equiva-13

lently, debt-�nanced) increase in government purchases, combined with (ii) a commensurate14

money-�nanced tax cut. As discussed above, (i) implies an increase in output and a fall in15

consumption, while (ii) generates an increase in both output and consumption. The combi-16

nation of both (i.e. money-�nanced increase in government purchases) thus leads to a larger17

increase in output than (i) or (ii), together with an increase in consumption (though more18

moderate than (ii)).19

The above �nding of a small government spending multiplier on output under tax or20

debt �nancing and an in�ation targeting central bank is well known from the literature21

on �scal policy in the New Keynesian model.23 But as Woodford (2011) emphasizes, the22

property of a small multiplier is not one that is inherent to the New Keynesian model;23

instead, it hinges critically on the nature of the monetary policy response to the increase in24

22Again, see Appendix for a perspective through the household�s intertemporal budget constraint.
23See Ramey (2011) for a survey of that literature.
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government purchases.24 The experiment above provides a clear illustration of that point.1

Under the debt-�nancing regime, the central bank�s focus on in�ation stabilization leads to2

an interest rate response that strongly o¤sets the increase in aggregate demand triggered3

by greater spending. By contrast, under the money �nancing scheme the central bank4

temporarily suspends its price stability orientation, with monetary policy providing instead5

ample accommodation to the �scal expansion, and reinforcing the latter�s e¤ects on output6

through a reduction in real interest rates. Thus, and from a di¤erent perspective, the money-7

�nancing regime analyzed above can be viewed as an example of an environment which makes8

it possible for an increase in government spending to crowd-in consumption, thus leading to a9

multiplier above one, in a way similar to other departures from the standard New Keynesian10

model considered in the literature.2511

5.3. Sensitivity Analysis12

Next I brie�y discuss the sensitivity of some of the qualitative �ndings above regarding13

the e¤ectiveness of �scal policy. I focus on two parameters, those measuring the degree of14

price stickiness and the persistence of the shock. I use the cumulative output multiplier,15

(1� �)
P1

t=0 byt, as a measure of the e¤ectiveness of the policy intervention.16

Figure 4 displays the cumulative output multipliers for a tax cut and an increase in gov-17

ernment purchases as a function of �, the index of price stickiness. The big dots indicate18

the baseline setting of that parameter. Three observations are worth making. Firstly, the19

multipliers are invariant to � in the case of a debt-�nanced �scal stimulus, but strongly20

increasing in the case of a money-�nanced stimulus, both for a tax cut and an increase in21

24See also the discussion in Ascari and Rankin (2013). Two recent papers illustrate the empirical relvance
of that proposition: Ilzetzki et al. (JME, 2013) show that the government spending multiplier is larger in
countries and historical periods characterized by �xed exchange rates, while Klein and Linneman (2018)
�nd a larger multiplier under the recent U.S. episode with a zero lower bound (though see Ou (2018) for an
alternative conclusion).
25Including the presence of hand-to-mouth consumers (see, e.g., Galí, López-Salido and Vallés (2007)), a

binding ZLB constraint (e.g., Christiano, Eichenbaum and Rebelo (2011), Eggertsson (2011)), non-separable
utility in consumption and hours (e.g. Bilbiie (2011)), and a policy regime characterized by an active �scal
policy and a passive monetary policy (e.g. Davig and Leeper (2011)).
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government purchases.26 Secondly, the size of the multiplier for a money-�nanced stimulus1

remains above that for a debt-�nanced stimulus and converges to it only as prices become2

fully �exible. And thirdly, the size of the multiplier for a money-�nanced increase in govern-3

ment purchases is larger than that of an equally-sized money-�nanced tax cut, for any given4

degree of price stickiness.5

Figure 5 displays identical multipliers as a function of �, the parameter indexing the6

persistence of the shock. Again, the output multiplier is independent of � in the case of a7

debt-�nanced stimulus. In the case of a money-�nanced tax cut the relationship appears8

to be non-monotonic: the multiplier is increasing for values of � below 0:8, but decreasing9

for larger values of that parameter. In the case of an increase in government purchases,10

the multiplier decreases with the persistence of the shock, particularly so at high values of11

�. Most importantly, however, the Figure con�rms the robustness to changes in the degree12

of shock persistence of two of the �ndings above: that money-�nanced �scal stimuli are13

more e¤ective than their debt-�nanced counterparts, and that the output multipliers for a14

money-�nanced increase in government purchases are larger than that of a money-�nanced15

tax cut. The robustness of the previous �ndings extents to alternative calibrations of other16

parameters, including the money demand semi-elasticity � or the size of the steady state17

debt ratio b (results not shown).18

6. The E¤ects of a Money-Financed Fiscal Stimulus in a Liquidity Trap19

In this section I explore the e¤ectiveness of a money-�nanced �scal stimulus in stabilizing20

the economy in the face of an adverse demand shock large enough to prevent the central21

bank from fully stabilizing output and in�ation, due to the ZLB constraint on the nominal22

rate. That policy is compared with two alternatives: a debt-�nanced �scal stimulus and a23

26In the case of government purchases, the �nding of "full" invariance is due to the assumption of strict
in�ation targeting. In the presence of a more �exible rule, the multiplier can be shown to be mildly increasing
in the degree of price stickiness.
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no �scal response benchmark.1

Note that under the notation introduced above the ZLB constraint takes the form bit �2

log � for all t. The baseline experiment assumes that b�t = � < log � for t = 0; 1; 2; :::T3

and b�t = 0 for t = T + 1; :T + 2; :. In words, this describes a temporary adverse demand4

shock that brings the natural rate into negative territory up to period T . After period T ,5

the shock vanishes and the natural rate returns to its initial value. The shock is assumed to6

be fully unanticipated and, once it is realized, the trajectory of fb�tg and the corresponding7

policy responses are known with certainty.8

The ZLB constraint can be incorporated formally in the set of equilibrium conditions9

above by replacing (20) with the complementarity slackness condition:10

(bit � log �)(blt � bct + �bit) = 0 (27)

for all t, where bit � log � (28)

is the ZLB constraint and blt � bct � �bit (29)

represents the demand for real balances. In addition, in the case of debt �nancing, condition

(24) must be replaced with:

(bit � log �)�t = 0 (30)

for all t, which implies that the zero in�ation target is met as long as the ZLB constraint is11

not binding.2712

27Again, I do not specify any particular instrument rule nor discuss issues of implementation. An example
of a rule that would implement that "constrained" in�ation targeting policy as a (locally) unique equilibrium
is given by bit = max(log �;b�t + ���t)
where �� > 1.
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Next I analyze several scenarios, each de�ned by a speci�c combination of monetary and1

�scal policy responses to the demand shock described above. I assume  = �0:01 and T = 5.2

Thus, and given � = 0:995, the experiment considered corresponds to an unanticipated drop3

of the natural interest rate to �2% for six quarters, and a subsequent reversion back to the4

initial value of +2% (in annualized terms).5

I start by considering the benchmark case of no �scal response to the shock (i.e. bgt =6 bt�t = 0, for t = 0; 1; 2; :::) and with monetary policy described by (30), a familiar scenario7

which I take as a benchmark.28 The solid black line (with crosses) in Figure 6 shows the8

economy�s response to the adverse demand shock in the absence of a �scal response. The ZLB9

constraint prevents the central bank from lowering the nominal rate to match the decline in10

the natural rate. As a result, the adverse demand shock triggers a signi�cant drop in output11

and in�ation. Note also that real debt increases considerably due to the rise in real interest12

rates, which increases the government�s �nancial burden. Once the natural rate returns to13

its usual value, in�ation and the output gap are immediately stabilized at their zero target,14

with debt gradually returning to its initial value through the (endogenous) increase in taxes,15

as implied by (22).16

The blue line (with diamonds) and red line (with circles) show the corresponding e¤ects17

when the �scal authority responds to the adverse demand shock by cutting taxes, and �nanc-18

ing the resulting de�cit through debt or money issuance, respectively. In either case the size19

of the tax cut is assumed to amount to 1 percent of steady state output, and to last for the20

duration of the shock (bt�t = �0:01, for t = 0; 1; :::5). In the case of a debt-�nanced tax cut21

we see once again Ricardian equivalence at work, with no e¤ects on any variable (other than22

taxes and debt themselves) relative to the case of no �scal response.29 By contrast, when23

28As argued in Galí (2015, chapter 5) that policy corresponds to the optimal discretionary (or time-
consistent) monetary policy.
29Formally, we can see this by noting that no equilibrium condition other than (22) is a¤ected by the tax

cut and the resulting increase in government debt. This remains true when (27) and (30) replace (20) and
(30), as it is the case in a liquidity trap.
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the tax cut is �nanced by money creation the impact on output and in�ation is substantial,1

with the decline in those variables more than halved relative to the case of no �scal response,2

despite the moderate size of the tax cut. The key factor behind the high e¤ectiveness of the3

money-�nanced tax cut lies in the persistently lower real interest rate it generates, relative4

to the case of no �scal response, as captured in Figure 6. That lower real rate is ultimately5

brought about by a lower nominal rate once the adverse shock is gone, a consequence of the6

permanent increase in liquidity injected into the system in order to �nance the tax cut, and7

which is only removed gradually according to the money-�nancing rule (23). The implied8

lower real interest rate dampens the negative impact on in�ation, which in turn limits fur-9

ther the rise in the real rate. The previous mechanism, working through the expectations of10

lower interest rates down the road, is reminiscent of forward guidance policies that promise11

to keep interest rates low once the adverse shock vanishes (see, e.g. Eggertsson and Wood-12

ford (2013)). As argued by Woodford (2012) in the context of his discussion of a related13

experiment in Auerbach and Obstfeld (2005) (see literature review above), the higher levels14

of output and in�ation under the money-�nanced stimulus result entirely from the implicit15

commitment to a lower path of interest rates later, independently of how that lower path is16

brought about. This is, of course, also true in the present model. From that perspective, the17

money �nancing rule can be interpreted as a particular way of "formalizing" or "hardening"18

the commitment to low future interest rates.3019

Figure 7 shows the corresponding e¤ects when the �scal authority increases government20

purchases by 1 per cent of steady state output in response to the adverse shock, and for21

the duration of the latter (i.e. bgt = +0:01, for t = 0; 1; :::5). Again, the black line with22

crosses displays the e¤ects of the shock in the absence of a �scal response. In contrast23

with the debt-�nanced tax cut analyzed earlier, we see that a debt-�nanced increase in24

government purchases, whose e¤ects are represented by the blue line (with diamonds), is25

30See also Krugman (1998) for a related discussion.
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now very e¤ective at dampening the negative e¤ects of the natural rate shock on output1

and in�ation. That �nding is consistent with the conclusions of Christiano et al (2011) and2

Eggertsson (2011), which point to the existence of very large government spending multipliers3

when the ZLB is binding. The main reason for the high e¤ectiveness of government purchases4

in a liquidity trap (relative to normal times) lies in the absence of a dampening response5

of monetary policy in the form of higher nominal rates, combined with the higher expected6

in�ation induced by the initial expansionary impact of higher government purchases. Both7

features tend to reduce real interest rates relative to an identical policy in "normal" times.8

When the increase in government purchases (of the same size) is money-�nanced (see red9

line with circles) its impact on output and in�ation is slightly larger than under the debt-10

�nanced case, a �nding which contrasts with a much larger discrepancy in "normal times"11

(recall Figure 2). In the latter case the interest rate path implied by the two �nancing12

regimes was much di¤erent. The greater e¤ectiveness of money-�nancing in the liquidity13

trap scenario can be traced to the associated lower nominal rate path once the adverse shock14

is gone, due to the accumulated liquidity resulting from the money-�nancing rule, and which15

is only removed gradually.16

Finally, Figure 8 compares the e¤ects of a money-�nanced increase in government pur-17

chases to those of a money-�nanced tax cut, with the case of no �scal response also shown18

as a benchmark. Note that the e¤ect of an increase in government purchases on output is19

only slightly larger than that of a tax cut. The previous result may seem surprising if, as20

discussed above, one thinks of a money-�nanced increase in government purchases as cor-21

responding conceptually to the "sum" of a debt (or tax)-�nanced increase in government22

purchases and a money-�nanced tax cut, and given that both such experiments have been23

shown to have large e¤ects (relative to the no �scal response case). But that "equivalence"24

no longer holds in the liquidity trap environment, due to the nonlinearity implied by the25

ZLB constraint: the ZLB is binding when each of the interventions is conducted separately,26
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so the additional impact of the other will be considerably muted since it will not be able to1

bring about additional reductions in the nominal interest rate.312

In the case under consideration, the larger e¤ect of a money-�nanced increase in gov-3

ernment purchases is due entirely to the larger direct e¤ect of those purchases on aggregate4

demand, which more than o¤sets the larger decline in consumption observed under that5

policy, relative to the money-�nanced tax cut. Qualitatively, the previous pattern is similar6

to the one discussed above, in he absence of a ZLB constraint. What is di¤erent now is7

that the smaller decline in consumption in the case of a tax cut coexists with higher real8

interest rates in the short run, relative to the case of an increase in government spending.9

This is due to the higher in�ation induced by the latter intervention combined with the10

binding ZLB (which prevents the Taylor principle from operating). Interestingly, however,11

the impact of the higher real rates in the short run on consumption in the case of a tax cut12

is more than o¤set by their lower levels later on, which account for the higher consumption.13

The eventual lower real rates are associated with correspondingly lower nominal rates once14

the adverse demand shock has vanished, relative to the case of an increase in government15

purchases. That lower path of nominal rates is in turn a consequence of a larger accumulated16

liquidity, due to the greater money-�nancing needs caused by a smaller decline in the real17

interest rate in the short run, in turn a consequence of the larger de�ation, due to the smaller18

expansion of aggregate demand. Thus, and somewhat paradoxically, the higher real rates in19

the short run in the case of a money-�nanced tax cut end up implying a smaller decline in20

consumption, due to their positive impact on the liquidity accumulated over time, which is21

eventually re�ected in lower interest rates down the road.22

31This is in contrast with normal times, in which the changes in the nominal rate induced by each of the
"component" experiments can be "added".
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7. Concluding remarks1

In the present paper I have analyzed the e¤ects of a money-�nanced �scal stimulus, and2

compared them with those resulting from a conventional debt-�nanced stimulus, with and3

without a binding zero lower bound on the nominal interest rate.4

A number of results from that analysis are worth stressing. First and foremost, a money-5

�nanced �scal stimulus, in the form of a tax cut or an increase in government purchases,6

provides a way to boost economic activity e¤ectively, as long as prices are reasonably sticky.7

Such a policy has no major adverse side e¤ects, other than a temporary mild rise in in�ation.8

In particular, it can be designed such that debt and taxes do not need to rise, either in the9

short run or the long run. Furthermore, such money-�nanced �scal stimuli appears to be10

more e¤ective than their debt-�nanced counterpart. Secondly, a money-�nanced increase11

in government purchases has a larger output multiplier than a money-�nanced tax cut.12

Thirdly, money-�nanced tax cuts also appear to be more e¤ective countercyclical policies13

than their debt-�nanced counterparts when the ZLB is binding, though in that environment14

the �nancing regime is not so important in the case of an increase in government purchases.15

The money-�nanced �scal interventions analyzed above raise a number of issues that are16

beyond the scope of the present paper. Thus, such interventions are likely to be considered17

illegal in many jurisdictions. In particular, the fact that monetary policy is (at least tem-18

porarily) driven by the requirements of the �scal authority may be perceived as an outright19

violation of the principle of central bank independence.32 Secondly, and legal issues aside,20

it is clear that a recurrent use of such policies would likely be a source of an in�ation bias21

and may bring about changes in individual behavior likely to undermine their e¤ectiveness22

(e.g. indexation or greater price �exibility). Those considerations notwithstanding, a money-23

�nanced �scal stimulus may still be viewed as a powerful tool that policymakers may resort24

32Though this would arguably not be the case if the intervention was designed and called for by the central
bank itself...
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to in an emergency, when all other options have failed. The present paper has sought to1

enhance our understanding of the nature of those interventions and the mechanisms through2

which they may be transmitted to the economy.3
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APPENDIX1

Recall the household�s period budget constraint:

PtCt +Mt +Bt = Bt�1(1 + it�1) +Mt�1 +WtNt +Dt � PtTt (31)

Letting Yt � (WtNt + Dt)=Pt denote real income, and de�ning At � (Bt�1(1 + it�1) +

Mt�1)=Pt, the previous constraint can be rewritten as:

Ct +
it

1 + it
Lt +

1

Rt

At+1 = At + Yt � Tt (32)

Solving (32) forward from period zero onward and using the transversality condition

limT!1 �0;TAT = 0 yields

1X
t=0

�0;t

�
Ct +

it
1 + it

Lt

�
= A0 +

1X
t=0

�0;t (Yt � Tt) (33)

where �0;t � R�1
0 R�1

1 :::R�1
t�1 .2

On the other hand, solving the consolidated government budget constraint (2) forward

from period 0 onwards yields:

1X
t=0

�0;tGt +
B�1(1 + i�1)

P0
=

1X
t=0

�0;t

�
Tt +

�Mt

Pt

�
(34)

where the transversality condition limT!1 �0;TBT = 0 has been imposed, as implied by3

limT!1 �0;TAT = 0 combined with the non-negativity constraint on money holdings.4

Combining (34) and (33), we obtain:5

1X
t=0

�0;t

�
Ct +

it
1 + it

Lt

�
=
M�1

P0
+

1X
t=0

�0;t

�
Yt �Gt +

�Mt

Pt

�
(35)

Note that each individual household takes as given the path of �0;t; Yt, Gt, Mt, it and Pt,6
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while choosing Ct and Lt for t = 0; 1; 2; :::33 Equation (35) makes clear that a tax reduction1

�nanced by the issuance of debt will be matched by future tax increases, leaving their present2

discounted value unchanged, and the household�s intertemporal budget constraint una¤ected.3

As a result, there is no change in consumption or money demand, with no change in �0;t;4

Yt, Mt, it or Pt being required to satisfy any equilibrium condition, only the path of taxes5

and debt.6

On the other hand, when the tax cut is �nanced through the issuance of money, with the7

consequent increase in the discounted sum of seignorage,
P1

t=0 �0;t(�Mt=Pt), that policy8

intervention is perceived as net worth by each individual household, since it implies that9

the government�s intertemporal budget constraint can be satis�ed with a lower discounted10

sum of taxes. The increase in the household perceived net worth will in turn increase its11

consumption, given output, prices and interest rates. The resulting increase in aggregate12

consumption, combined with the assumed stickiness of prices, will then trigger a variety of13

general equilibrium e¤ects, including an increase in output, in�ation and interest rates.14

To further illustrate the channel through which the money �nanced tax cut end up raising

consumption, assume for simplicity U(C;L) � logC + � logL. In that case money demand

satis�es �Ct = it
1+it

Lt and we can rewrite (35) as

1X
t=0

�0;tCt =
1

1 + �

 
MH
�1
P0

+
1X
t=0

�0;t

�
Yt �Gt +

�Mt

Pt

�!
33In equilibrium, Ct = Yt and

M�1
P0

+
1X
t=0

�0;t
�Mt

Pt
=

1X
t=0

�
�0;t � �0;t+1

Pt
Pt+1

�
Mt

Pt

=
1X
t=0

�0;t

�
1�R�1

t

Pt
Pt+1

�
Mt

Pt

=
1X
t=0

�0;t

�
it

1 + it

�
Mt

Pt

That equality, however, will obtain ex-post. Ex-ante each household perceives an increase in its available
resources (given by the right hand side of (35)), inducing an increase in consumption and real balances (given
output, prices and interest rates).
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Furthermore, and ignoring preference shocks, the household�s Euler equation implies

�0;t = �t(C0=Ct) for t = 0; 1; 2; :::thus yielding the consumption function:

C0 =
1� �

�

 
M�1

P0
+

1X
t=0

�0;t

�
Yt �Gt +

�Mt

Pt

�!

which makes clear how an increase in current and future seignorage f�Mt=Ptg that is not1

fully o¤set by an increase in the current price level, P0, expands the individual household�s2

perceived resources, leading to an increase in current consumption, given the path of output,3

prices, interest rates, and government purchases. Given price stickiness the resulting increase4

in demand is re�ected in an increase in output, which will further the initial increase in5

consumption.6
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Figure 1. Dynamic Effects of a Tax Cut: Debt vs. Money Financing 

   



 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Dynamic Effects of an Increase in Government Purchases:  
Debt vs. Money Financing 

 
   



 

 

 
 

 

 
Figure 3. Dynamic Effects of Money‐Financed Fiscal Stimuli:  

Tax cut vs. Increase in Government Purchases 

   



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Fiscal Multipliers: The Role of Price Stickiness 

 

   



 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Fiscal Multipliers: The Role of Shock Persistence 

 

   



 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Dynamic Effects of a Tax Cut in a Liquidity Trap 

 

   



 

 

Figure 7. Dynamic Effects of an Increase in Government Purchases in a 

Liquidity Trap 

 

   



 

 

Figure 8. Dynamic Effects of Money‐Financed Fiscal Stimuli  
in a Liquidity Trap 

 
 


